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Part I
The freshwater balan e in the eastern
Pa i O ean
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Broe ker (1987, 1991) and Zau ker & Broe ker (1992) named the o eani

om-

ponent of the heat-transport system the Global Conveyor Belt (GCB). Their basi idea
is that the Gulf Stream arries heat to the far North Atlanti . There, the atmosphere
gains sensible (thermal) heat and latent heat (through evaporation of freshwater) from
the surfa e o ean. Then, the surfa e water be omes su iently dense so that it sinks
to the bottom in the Norwegian and Greenland Seas. The deep water later upwells in
other distant regions and in other o eans, and eventually makes its way ba k to the
Gulf Stream and the North Atlanti . Broe ker spe ulates that this Global Conveyor
Belt is driven by the transport of water vapour in the atmosphere from the Atlanti
basin to the Pa i - water evaporating from the Atlanti and dumped as rain in the
Pa i

at hments. His theory was that the strength of the onveyor belt ow is pro-

portional to this vapour transport: water evaporating from the Atlanti leaves its salt
behind while later pre ipitating as freshwater to dilute the Pa i .
Previously, Stommel (1961) had proposed a on eptual but powerful model,
later to be addressed by Piola & Gordon (1986), the latter using numeri al simulations. Stommel had proposed a two-box o ean in whi h one box represented low
latitude properties while the other represented high latitude properties, with the two
regions joined by an o eani

onduit. The on ept envisaged a poleward o eani ow

in response to thermohaline for ing, over intermediate waters of the mixed layer, whi h
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themselves display the ow hara teristi s of the general global ir ulation. Stommel
had onsidered this poleward ow to be ompensated by a deep water return ow to
the lower latitudes. The al ulations of Piola and Gordon put into doubt that su h
a balan e is possible in the North Atlanti , at least given the rate displayed by the
North Atlanti Deep Water (NADW). Their argument was based on the fa t that the
poleward transport of saline waters into the North Atlanti does not require further
on entration of salt by evaporation in order to maintain its motion. Sin e the salinity
is onserved in the return ow, it thereby a ts as a positive feedba k to its sour e
region. In this manner the onveyor belt presents a self-supporting ir ulation whi h
would require a major environmental interruption in order to he k the ow but, should
su h an event o ur, then the onveyor belt would be halted ompletely.
Despite the fa t that both theories have been widely ited in o eanographi
literature, Rahmstorf (1996, 2003) and Rahmstorf

et al.

(2005) found ontradi tions

between these two theories - Broe ker's evaporation-driven onveyor and Stommel's
self-maintaining onveyor are, in a sense, mutually ex lusive. Rahmstorf's ndings,
from numeri al modeling, showed the transport of freshwater southward (in a ordan e
with Stommel's theory), and salinity de reases throughout most of Atlanti when the
onveyor is shut down, but the net evaporation in the Atlanti basin has not ae ted
the fun tioning of the onveyor (against Broe ker's theory). Rahmstorf's argument
against the theory of Stommel is based on the fa t that Stommel had used a very
simple box model of a theoreti al thermohaline ir ulation, being limited to one hemisphere and driven by the density dieren e between the water of the tropi s and that
of high latitudes. These model experiments and observational data demonstrate that
the real Atlanti does not work like that, suggesting that the theories of Stommel and
Broe ker are more or less dis onne ted ells, one in ea h hemisphere.
The maintenan e me hanisms of the GCB are still in debate, but the entral
question, despite the ontradi tions in both theories raised by Rahmstorf, was rst
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addressed by Warren (1983). "Why is no deep water formed in the North Pa i ?" is
a study, using a box model, whi h suggested that the formation of NADW is the key
feature for the maintenan e of urrent global limate. In his work, Warren raises some
hypotheses based on the potential density ontrast between surfa e and deep waters
in both o eani basins. Emile-Geay

et al.

(2003) "revisited" Warren's work with an

updated dataset and a more omplex approa h than the box model used by Warren.
Consistent with the three hypotheses raised by Warren, Emile-Geay showed that both
the small ir ulation ex hanges between the subpolar and subtropi s and the ex ess
of pre ipitation over evaporation in the North Pa i played a role in preventing deep
water formation in the North Pa i . There remains the question, however, as to the
sour e of the atmospheri moisture that feeds the system. Emile-Geay et al. on ludes:
"the study indi ates the need for more omplete analysis of global atmospheri freshwater uxes and their variability".
In the Atlanti system, an important sour e of salt input is from the Mediterranean Sea, en losed as it is by rain impoverished land environments. In the upper
150-200m, the Atlanti delivers low salinity waters through the Straits of Gibraltar, but
the Mediterranean returns to the Atlanti warm and saline waters (S ∼39.00-39.10 at
the sour e area) at depths of 200-400m (Robinson et al., 2001). The ore of the salinity
and temperature anomaly sinks as the water spreads, and at the 2000m level. Tra es
of Mediterranean Water an be seen all a ross the North Atlanti O ean (NAO), with
some high salinity water rossing the Equator in the west and pro eeding southward
as in Tom zak & Godfrey (1994). Las aratos

et al.

(1999) suggested that any sig-

ni ant hanges in the hydrologi al properties of the Mediterranean out-owing water
may have inuen e in the deep-water formation pro esses in the North Atlanti .
The inux of freshwater also inuen es the density of the seawater, and onsequently the thermohaline ir ulation. The freshening of the surfa e waters resulting
from ex ess rain and freshwater input from rivers redu es the density of the surfa e
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layer, whi h prevents the freshened water to rea h the deeper layers. Using the 921
major rivers worldwide, Dai & Trenberth (2002, 2003) estimated that the long term
mean annual runo due to the rivers is able to deliver double the volume to the oastal
zones of the NAO ompared with the North Pa i O ean (NPO). This result would
lead us to on lude that the NAO would have to be fresher than the NPO, but this is
not observed. Furthermore, they suggested that the ontinental dis harge must have
realisti latitudinal distributions so as to a hieve a reliable estimate of the meridional
transport of freshwater in the o eans. This onsideration, even so very important, does
not invalidate the suggestion made previously by Wijels

et al.

(1992) and Wijels

(2001). In the both studies, it was arried out studies in relation to the global o eani
transport of freshwater, also taking into a ount the inux of the freshwater into the
o eans in their same work. Also, in their analyses it was onsidered that only 3,5% of
the o eani mass transport is salt transport (based on the typi al o eani salinity of
35 Prati al Salinity Unit - PSU). By assuming that the transport of salt by the o eans
would follow the same pattern as the transport of the o eani freshwater, and using an
integration form with the Bering Strait as referen e point, their results showed that the
transport of freshwater (and, onsequently salt) in the Pa i O ean is entirely northward. In ontrast that for the Atlanti O ean is preferentially southward. Moreover,
they suggested that the o eani salt transport through the Bering Strait would be an
important fa tor that should not be negle ted in the world o eani

ir ulation; there-

fore this salt transport ould " ompete" with the GCB theory proposed by Broe ker
(1987, 1991).
Some numeri al models were developed with the intention to build up favorable onditions to Meridional Overturning Cir ulation (MOC) in the northern Pa i
O ean, whi h ultimately would promote the formation of a hypotheti al Northern Pai Deep Water (NPDW). Sin e the temperature in both o eans is basi ally the same,
Saenko

et al.

(2004) input (removed) freshwater in the northern o eans in reasing

(de reasing) the buoyan y. Then, it was possible to alter the surfa e density to for e
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the MOC. When low salinity hara teristi s were imposed in the NPO, then MOC in
the NAO was seen to be indu ed, with a return to NADW formation, so onrming
the inter-o ean links through water properties urrently suggested. The opposite s enario was also reprodu ed by the model, in that when low salinity hara teristi s were
imposed in the NAO, then MOC began to develop in the NPO and a hypotheti al
NPDW was reated, again onrming inter-o ean links. These numeri al experiments
were reported in Saenko et al. (2004) where the link was termed "The Atlanti /Pa i
see-saw", thereby stressing the basi tenden y for the two o eans to behave in essential
opposition with regard to surfa e buoyan y, while both onditions operated as a part
of a global o ean ir ulation ell whi h requires ontinuity.
A similar theme was adopted by Motoi et al. (2005) who established a oupled
o ean-atmosphere Global Cir ulation Model (GCM) so as to evaluate the signi an e
of the Panamanian gateway in the halo line and limate of the North Pa i . Experiments with the open and losed Panamanian gateway showed dramati hanges in the
thermohaline ir ulation, indu ing warmer/ older north Pa i
Motoi et

limate respe tively.

's results are also to seen to be onsistent with paleo eanographi and pa-

al.

leo limati estimations.
Many studies are urrently in progress aiming to target the urrent role of
the GCB, in global o ean ir ulation and in global limate, its sustainability, and its
ee ts on past, present and future systems of the Earth. Throughout, there is general
agreement a knowledging its global role and its signi ant onne tions with major
atmospheri global phenomena (e.g. Gray, 1984 a, b; Gordon, 1986; Broe ker, 1991).
In the tropi s, two big atmospheri

ir ulation patterns ontrol most of the

airow through the troposphere like giants onveyor belts. The Walker ir ulation
thansports air east and west along both sides of the Equator. Air urrents rise above
the warm pool over the far western Pa i and Indian O eans and they ow east to-
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wards the oasts of the Ameri as. The air urrents then des end and travel west,
skimming the surfa e of the Pa i and reating the Trade Winds. The other major
atmospheri

ir ulation, known as Hadley ir ulation, transports air both north and

south away (on average) from the Equator. In both hemispheres, air in the equatorial
region rises due to the warmth emitted from the tropi al waters and travels away from
these regions towards the ooler mid-latitudes. When the air rea hes roughly 30 degrees latitude on ea h side of the Equator, it des ends in a ooler high pressure area.
Some of the des ending air returns to the equatorial region along the surfa e, losing
the loop of the Hadley ell. Fifty per ent of the Earth's surfa e is ontained between
30◦ N and 30◦ S, so the two Hadley ells dire tly ae t half the globe.
One su h phenomenon whi h has attra ted mu h attention in the last two or
three de ades, is the El Niño-Southern Os illation (ENSO). The ENSO status is often
asso iated with a onvenient index, the Southern Os illation Index (SOI) whi h is simply the dierential sea level between Tahiti and Darwin as an indi ator of the lo ation
in longitude of the tropi al o ean warm pat h (Trenberth, 1997). ENSO is a set of
intera ting parts of a single global system of oupled o ean-atmosphere limate u tuations that ome about as a onsequen e of o eani and atmospheri

ir ulation. It is

the most prominently known sour e of inter-annual variability in weather and limate
around the world. While ENSO events are basi ally in phase in both the Pa i and
Indian O eans, ENSO events in the Atlanti O ean lag behind those in the Pa i by
12-to-18 months (Philander

, 1984). The ENSO phenomenon is losely related

et al.

to instability of the tropi al Pa i o ean-atmosphere system, so that knowledge of
onditions in the tropi al Pa i is onsidered essential for the predi tion of limate
variations for short as well as long periods.
Under normal ir umstan es, the Pa i o ean-based zonal atmospheri

ir u-

lation ell omes about as the result of a marked dieren e in the surfa e temperatures
of the western and eastern Pa i O ean. The pro ess begins when strong onve tive
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a tivity over equatorial East Asia and subsiding ool air o South Ameri a's west oast
- the Walker Cir ulation - ombine to reate a wind pattern whi h pushes Pa i water
westward to a umulate in the western Pa i .
With a ground-breaking work, Bjerknes (1966, 1969) suggested that, when the
onve tive a tivity in the western Pa i slows down, this ir ulation is broken. First,
the upper-level westerly winds fail. This uts o the sour e of ool subsiding air, and
therefore the surfa e easterlies ease, or weaken. As a onsequen e, in the eastern
Pa i warm water surges in from the west, sin e the surfa e wind that a ted to onstrain it has been weakened. Wyrtki (1975, 1976, 1986) proposed that in reased Trade
Winds ould build up the western bulge of warm water, and any sudden weakening in
the winds would allow that warm water to surge eastward.
More re ently, a few theories were developed trying to explain the genesis of
the El Niño and the La Niña events (M Creary, 1983; Cane et

, 1985, 1990; Suarez

al.

& S hopf, 1988; Battisti, 1989, and Battisti & Hirst, 1989). They are related to the
propagation of waves, and therefore, based on os illations. These theories rely on the
propagation of Kelvin waves arrying the wind signal to the eastern Pa i , while
Rossby waves (with opposite sign) propagate slowly west, then ree t from the boundary to return on the Equator and hange the sign of the anomaly. These latter theories
have their weakness in the fa t that they produ e nearly symmetri and regular El
Niño and La Niña events, and therefore, they are not realisti . However, observational
studies have shown that the os illatory theory works for the termination of an El Niño
event, but not for its initiation (sin e a time delay between the zonal wave propagation
is applied). Later, Jin (1997) proposed a more general model than the "delayed os illator", sin e it does not depend on wave ree tion times. Similar to Wyrtki's "build
up", but ea h event leads expli itly to the opposite phase. In this theory, the system
presents a "memory", whi h is ontained in the zonal mean thermo line depth. Jin's
model points to a onvenient set of variables that an be evaluated from observations.
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Although the me hanisms whi h might ause an El Niño event are still being
investigated, it is fa t that its ee ts produ e long-term unseasonable temperatures
and pre ipitation patterns in Central, North and South Ameri a as well as in Australia
and south east Afri a, and the disruption of o ean urrents (M Phaden, 2004; Collins,
2005; and others).
Equatorial pro esses are important for understanding the inuen e of the o ean
on the atmosphere and the interannual u tuations in global weather patterns. The
Sun warms vast expanses of the tropi al Pa i evaporating water. When the water
ondenses as rain it releases so mu h heat that these areas are the primary engine
driving the atmospheri

ir ulation. Equatorial urrents modulate the air-sea intera -

tions, espe ially through El Niño, and be ome learly linked to the SOI (Raymondet
, 2003).

al.

In the ontext of atmospheri

ells of ir ulation, Oort & Yienger (1996) pre-

sented the relations between the major atmospheri

ells and the ENSO y le. They

used 26 years of the monthly data of three parameters, whi h were analysed and rossorrelated: The Hadley ir ulation index, the Walker ir ulation index and an ENSO
index. The Hadley ir ulation index was omputed from the maximum value of the
streamfun tion in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres Tropi s. The Walker irulation index was al ulated from the dieren e between the velo ities at 500 mbar
in the eastern and in the western Pa i . To ompute the ENSO index, they used the
Sea Surfa e Temperature (SST) anomalies of the eastern equatorial Pa i . The alulations were done with the atmospheri data from the Geophysi al Fluid Dynami s
Laboratory (GFDL; Oort, 1983) and SST and sea surfa e wind data from the Comprehensive O ean-Atmosphere Data Set (COADS; Woodru et

, 1987). Their ndings

al.

showed that, in the winter hemisphere, during El Niño events (warm anomalies of the
SST in the eastern equatorial Pa i O ean), two additional Hadley ells, superim-
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posed to the one existing under normal onditions, release energy, strengthening the
meridional ir ulation. During the La Niña events ( old anomalies of the SST in the
eastern equatorial Pa i O ean), the opposite happens, the Hadley ir ulation in the
winter hemisphere is weakened.
Moreover, the ENSO is the main fa tor responsible for the displa ement of the
regime of rainfall in the equatorial Pa i region. There are two roles that ould be
a epted for this pre ipitation: rstly as an input of freshwater, and se ondly, as the
lo alized ooling fa tor for the o ean's surfa e. As the input of freshwater into the
upper layer of the o ean, it a ts to alter the Sea Surfa e Salinity (SSS). With regard
to temperature, the rainfall droplets are ooler than SST, and the pre ipitation a ts
to ool the o ean's upper layer. Thus, pre ipitation, as a lo alized event in time and
spa e, builds up on the upper o ean surfa e regions with smaller temperatures and
salinity levels than the water around it. Then, regions with dierent density generate
an unbalan ed pressure eld, and water displa ement is driven to rea h a state of
equilibrium indu ing the thermohaline ir ulation.
The heating and ooling of the water in the o ean and the on entration and
dilution of the levels of salinity in the water are the two fa tors whi h make up the
ombined pro ess understood by the adje tive Thermohaline. Sunlight is the main
sour e of thermal energy for the Earth, with about half of the total in oming solar
energy being absorbed by land and o eans. Solar radiation is not re eived to the
same degree everywhere on the Earth's surfa e. Be ause the Earth is nearly spheri al,
parallel beams of in oming solar radiation strike the surfa e at lower latitudes more
dire tly than at higher latitudes. At higher latitudes, solar radiation is spread over a
greater area and is less intense per unit surfa e area than at lower latitudes. The solar
beams also have longer paths through the atmosphere in high latitudes than near the
Equator. Furthermore, the lo al sky is another determining fa tor in relation to the
amount of solar radiation re eived on the Earth's surfa e from the Sun.
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The temperature in the Pa i O ean was studied by many s ientists analyzing
the variability of Sea Level Pressure (SLP), Surfa e Air Temperature (SAT) and SST
(e.g. Trenberth, 1990; Zhang

, 1999). They observed that hanges in the SLP,

et al.

SAT and SST point to a "regime shift" (referen ed as Pa i De adal Os illation and
as Cold O ean/Warm Land) with the last turning point in the middle of the 1970's.
Stephens

et al.

(2001) extended the previous studies, whi h were limited to the re-

sponse of the surfa e water, in luding the upper o ean layers through the integration
of heat ontent. The use of multivariate analysis of the heat ontent (upper 150m
and for the period 1948-1998) onrmed the regime shift, showing the temperature
anomalies on the equator warming by 1.5◦ C and ooling in the North Pa i by 1◦ C.
No signs of returning to the previous phase were found by the end of the period studied.
Salinity variability in the surfa e layer of the tropi al western Pa i O ean was
investigated by Tom zak (1995) based on proles of data olle ted by CTD (Condu tiv
ity-Temperature-Depth) stations. This work presents, through three-dimensional gures, how a single and lo alized heavy rain produ es a shallow lens of freshened water,
whi h indu es pat hiness on the salinity eld. Therefore, the work demonstrates the
di ulties in establishing the salinity eld in the upper layers of the tropi al o eans.
Also, it is dis ussed the formation and maintenan e of a barrier layer, as well as the
manner in whi h fresh water added to the system by rainfall is embedded into the
upper o ean. The barrier layer is dened as the depth range, where it exists, between
the bottom of the o eani surfa e mixed layer and the top of the thermo line. Cronin
& M Phaden (2002), using data from Tropi al Atmosphere O ean (TAO) moorings,
investigated the pro esses of the formation and erosion of barrier layers by wind burst
in the western Pa i warm pool. They found that, for the western Pa i warm pool,
the westerly wind bursts are not always responsible for ausing the barrier layer erosion,
but, under some onditions (the presen e of zonal and meridional salinity gradients,
for example) one of the equatorial o ean's response is the formation of a long-lived and
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thi k barrier layer. Cronin & M Phaden (1998) evaluated the salinity balan e in the
western Pa i warm pool with 2.5 years of data olle ted from the COARE program
(Coupled O ean-Atmosphere Response Experiment). They quantied the ontributions of zonal adve tion and their relationship with pre ipitation. Furthermore, the
salinity variability presented itself with a weak orrelation with pre ipitation, in time
s ales less than one month.
Later, Cronin & Kessler (2002) showed that during the nal stages of El Niños,
the eastern equatorial Pa i at 0◦ , 110◦W in many ways resembled typi al onditions
in the western Pa i warm pool, with a deep thermo line, warm and fresh sea surfa e,
and an apparent barrier layer stru ture, su ient to support upper o ean temperature
inversions. During these periods, the shifted onve tion patterns result in high rainfall
and weak trades at 0◦ , 110◦ W and thus the authors spe ulate that the barrier layers
are lo ally formed by rainfall.
Still with regard to salinity studies, a set of s ienti papers an be ited whi h
refer to the variability of the salinity eld in the tropi al Pa i O ean by Del roix
et al.

over many years. In Del roix & Henin (1991) and Del roix

et al.

(1996), sta-

tisti al approa hes to salinity and pre ipitation relationships for tropi al o eans were
made. The time period overed by both studies together starts in 1969 and extends to
1989. They examined salinity data olle ted from the "ship-of-opportunity" program
together with pre ipitation derived from satellite observations. Analyses ondu ted
suggest that for seasonal time s ales, as well as ENSO time s ales, the timing of preipitation ould be inferred from a known SSS, but not its intensity. Later, Del roix
(1998) presented a omprehensive statisti al study of the tropi al Pa i 's variability,
overing the period starting in the early 1960's extending to the middle of the 1990's. It
used data olle ted from XBT (expendable bathythermograph), CTD and TAO array
for salinity and temperature, surfa e wind eld (in the form of pseudo wind stress) from
the Florida State University database, pre ipitation gathered from Xie & Arkin (1996)
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analysis and the SOI from the Climate Analysis Center (CAC; from the Climate Analysis Se tion of the National Center for Atmospheri Resear h - CAS/NCEP). Del roix
et al.

(2005), ompiled an extensive salinity dataset for three tropi al o eans (Pa i ,

Atlanti and Indian), and from that, using statisti al te hniques, provided an overview
of SSS's spa e/time variability. Xie & Liu (2005) used Empiri al Orthogonal Fun tions (EOF) to examine the hydrologi al y le over the tropi al Pa i O ean. They
related the freshwater ux (Evaporation minus Pre ipitation, E-P) and the divergen e
of integrated moisture transport, and after, the results were ompared with the ENSO
y le also with upper surfa e salinity. These results show that the leading mode of the
interannual u tuation of divergen e of moisture and (E-P) is ENSO related, and their
spatial pattern also displays a oherent stru ture alongside ENSO events.
A study that makes the link between salinity and pre ipitation was arried
out by Johnson
o eani

et al.

(2002a). However this study ompares the adve tion of salt by

urrents with the pre ipitation. They used the urrent eld derived from the

satellite measurements from Bonjean & Lagerloef (2002), and limatologi al sea surfa e
salinity from Levitus (1998) to ll the gaps in relation to the experimental data. Preipitation and evaporation data sets were al ulated as the mean values from a number
of independent sour es. They found a orrelation between the adve tion of salinity by
urrents and the atmospheri ow of freshwater to be around 60%. Furthermore, the
balan e inside the o eani basins themselves showed omparable orresponden e, indi ating that a substantial portion of the atmospheri to freshwater input is balan ed
by o ean transport in a shallow near surfa e layer, suggesting that this is a surfa e
phenomenon.
In general, the distribution of SSS tends to be zonal. The most saline waters
are at mid-latitudes where evaporation is high. Less saline waters are near the Equator where rain freshens the surfa e water, and at high latitudes where melted sea i e
freshens the surfa e waters. The zonal average of salinity shows a lose orrelation
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between salinity and evaporation minus pre ipitation plus river input. Be ause many
large rivers drain into the Atlanti and the Ar ti Sea, why is the Atlanti saltier than
the Pa i ?
This salinity dieren e has traditionally been explained by a net fresh water
transport a ross the Central Ameri an land bridge (e.g. Dietri h et al., 1980; Broe ker,
1991). As they traverse a ross the subtropi al o eans, the Trade Winds be ome saturated with moisture, whi h is released as orographi rain when the winds en ounter the
mountain hains of the ontinents. In Central Ameri a the mountain hain is broken
by gaps, and the narrowness of the land bridge allows mu h of the orographi rain to
rea h the tropi al eastern Pa i , ausing a large dieren e in the SSS between Pa i
and Atlanti

oasts. Broe ker points out that the quantity is small, equivalent to a

little more than the ow in the Amazon River, but "were this ux not ompensated
by an ex hange of more salty Atlanti waters for less salty Pa i waters, the salinity
of the entire Atlanti would rise about 1 gram per liter per millennium".
Stimulated by the ontributions from these distinguished s ientists, and at the
same time intrigued by the nature of the problems asso iated with an understanding of this global feature of broad relevan e to the general ir ulation of atmosphere
and o ean, this work follows a path that makes it distin tive in relation to the others, fundamentally by re-examining the role of the Central Ameri an isthmus and the
physi al properties of the eastern tropi al Pa i : a) rstly, developing analyses of
atmospheri transport elds into the region in their integrated form, onsidering two
dierent sour es of atmospheri freshwater and their relation with lo al pre ipitation;
b) se ondly, des ribing their ouplings in the time and frequen y domain, and, ) nally, the individual oupling impli ations of the SSS in the eastern Pa i O ean.
In this study, the atmospheri study uses the dataset from the European Centre for
Medium-range Weather Fore asts - 40 year Reanalysis server (ECMWF-ERA40), while
its o eani part uses a ombination of the hydrodynami model widely used (Modular
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O ean Model - MOM) asso iated with a mixed layer model. The o eani numeri al
model is adapted so that the atmospheri freshwater ux is an independent variable of
input.
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Chapter 3
Methods and Development
3.1 The role of atmospheri freshwater transport
In addressing the ase of atmospheri freshwater transport to the eastern tropi al Pa i , a relevant question might well be: How does one dis riminate between the
respe tive ontributions of the northern hemisphere Trade Winds on the one hand, and
the Southerly wind elds a ting along the west oast of South Ameri a on the other?
In this ontext it an be assumed that Pre ipitation (P) resulting from orographi ee ts over the Central Ameri an ordillera, asso iated with the North East
Trade Winds will be experien ed in the easternmost fringe of the tropi al Pa i . In
ontrast, pre ipitation of atmospheri freshwater, transported by Southerly wind elds
along the oastal waters of South Ameri a may be assumed to be asso iated with
the onve tive pro esses asso iated with the broader Inter-Tropi al Convergen e Zone
(ITCZ).
Splitting the transport of atmospheri freshwater

To dene the o eani region under inuen e of these atmospheri transports,
with the earlier question in mind, a on ept of three orthogonal surfa es is established.
The obje tive is to a hieve two goals: (a) to be onsistent with the geography and (b)
to maximize spatial overage.
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Also, the atmospheri transport of freshwater that will be represented as having its origin in the Atlanti O ean still presented further requirements: its geographi
limits annot be extended signi antly northwards or to the south, unless a terrestrial
portion either from North Ameri a and South Ameri a would be in luded, whi h would
make impra ti able the assumption of Central Ameri a as being one land bridge to the
atmospheri transport of freshwater between the two o eani basins (from the Atlanti
to the Pa i ).
Furthermore, as it is the main intention to make a omparative study (qualitative and quantitative) between the atmospheri independent sour es of freshwater in
relation to the pre ipitation in the eastern tropi al Pa i , and the sour e of freshwater
in the Atlanti O ean, and having the sour e of freshwater in the Pa i itself. Moreover, intending to give oheren e to the analyses, the domain of all elds must keep
spa e overage equivalen e (numeri ally speaking, the same number of grid points).
As result of those ommitments, the domain for the atmospheri transports
and the o eani region in the eastern Pa i region were dened as shown in Figure 3.1. The verti al plane at the west oast of Central Ameri a was designed to
onne the atmospheri freshwater transport oming from the Atlanti side of Central
Ameri a. Analogously, the verti al plane with the northeast-southwest orientation o
South Ameri a oast was established to onne the atmospheri freshwater transport
asso iated with the Southerly winds along the west oast of South Ameri a. Both
planes together represent the horizontal side boundaries for the o eani domain.
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Figure 3.1: Orthogonal planes used to establish the relationship between the atmospheri freshwater oming from Atlanti O ean - FTr - (and/or arried out by Southerly
winds along the west oast of South Ameri a - FSth) and the pre ipitation over the
eastern Pa i O ean. The blue planes (verti al) were used as domain for atmospheri
freshwater transport while the red plane (horizontal) was used as region to onne the
pre ipitation (P). The blue arrows show the dire tion of atmospheri freshwater uxes
used in the study.

The atmospheri elds were linearly interpolated from their original horizontal
resolution of 2.5◦ x 2.5◦ (ECMWF-ERA40) to a hieve 1.0◦ x 1.0◦ degree. Linear interpolation is the simplest method of interpolation; it keeps the rate of hange within a
segment onstant and so an be ontrolled easily. This pro edure allowed the evaluation of the elds taking into a ount a larger number of grid points.
The respe tive zonal and meridional atmospheri transports of freshwater were
omputed based on the wind elds and water vapour ontent. The omponents of the
respe tive zonal and meridional transports for ea h one of the planes were restrained
by the respe tive proje tions of the verti al planes onto the Cartesian axes. Thus, one
zonal and one meridional atmospheri transport of freshwater asso iated with ea h one
of the planes shown in Figure 3.1 was determined. From the pairs of the zonal and
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the meridional atmospheri freshwater transport asso iated with ea h of the verti al
planes, it was possible to apture both atmospheri freshwater transported through the
Central Ameri a land bridge as well as along the west oast of South Ameri a.
With intention to a hieve only ve tors representing the atmospheri transport
of freshwater with dire tion normal to the respe tive verti al plane, and arrying mass
into the region (into the proposed domain - Figure 3.1) a new oordinate system was
dened. This new oordinate system was a hieved by the rotation of the original geographi al latitude-longitude system by π /4. Then, the onsidered atmospheri transports des ribed above were proje ted onto the new oordinate system. Hen eforth,
the atmospheri freshwater transport with NE dire tion will be referred to as FTr, as
referen e to Freshwater by northern hemisphere Trade Winds, and the atmospheri
freshwater transport with SE dire tion will be referred to as FSth, as referen e to
Freshwater by Southerly winds along west oast of South Ameri a (dire tions shown
by blue arrows in Figure 3.1).
The individual omponents of the atmospheri freshwater transported to the
region, shown in Figure 3.1, are analysed a ording to:

• the ratio between the spatially integrated atmospheri freshwater transported to

the region by FTr and the spatially integrated atmospheri freshwater transported
to the region by FSth, and
• statisti al analyses, by pairs, from the spatially integrated P and spatially inte-

grated FTr, and also from spatially integrated P and FSth.
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Figure 3.2 shows the ratio between the spatially integrated atmospheri freshwater transported to the region shown in Figure 3.1 by FTr and the spatially integrated
atmospheri freshwater transported to the same region by FSth, a ording to the respe tive verti al domain.

Figure 3.2: Time series of the ratio of the spatially integrated atmospheri freshwater
exported to the region shown in Figure 3.1 by northern hemisphere Trade Winds and
spatially integrated freshwater exported to the same region by Southerly winds along
the west oast of South Ameri a (FTr/FSth) - daily sampling. Red line over plotted
is the monthly mean of the same time series. The domain of spatial integration is
onned to planes dened in Figure 3.1.

The analysis of Figure 3.2 provides a lear annual y le. The ratio of the spatially integrated atmospheri freshwater exported to the region by northern hemisphere
Trade Winds to the spatially integrated freshwater exported to the region by Southerly
wind along the west oast of South Ameri a (FTr/FSth) presents its maximum values
in the boreal winter, whereas its minimum values o ur in the boreal summer. At rst
glan e, the annual y le is in a ordan e with the ndings presented in M Gue &
Henderson-Sellers (1997), who show that the intensity of the meridional omponent of
the Trade Winds is bigger than its zonal ounterpart on the ITCZ region, as a onsequen e of the balan e between the atmospheri

ells of ir ulation (the Hadley and

the Walker ir ulations). Although the relation between the omponents of the Trade
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Winds has been omrmed, the urrent work addresses the interest in the atmospheri
freshwater transport asso iated to su h omponents, and onsequently to the systems
of the atmospheri freshwater transport dened here: FTr and FSth.
Looking at atmospheri responses at smaller spatial s ales than the entire Pai O ean basin (as presented in the work of Oort & Yienger, 1996), the annual y le
of the ratio between FTr and FSth is also in part related to the North Ameri an Monsoon (NAM). Yang

et al.

(2001) and Xu

. (2005) arried out a high-resolution

et al

regional atmospheri model to investigate the details of the relevant me hanism for this
displa ed ITCZ and its relation to the North Ameri an monsoon. Their study indi ated
that during the boreal summer, part of easterly Trade Winds in the equatorial Atlanti
are diverted towards Mexi o and North Ameri a, thus feeding these regions with moist
air. On the Pa i side of Central Ameri a, the reversal of the low jet winds in the
northwest of Mexi o during boreal summer is not represented by the major reanalysis pro edures, either by the NCEP or the ECMWF produ ts (Bordoni
Although reported by Stensrud
et al.

et al.

, 2004).

et al

(1997), Fuller & Stensrud (2000) and Higgins

(2004), the reversals on the meridional winds (a ross 100◦W for the latitude

band 20◦ N-25◦ N) ould not be identied in this work, as they o ur to the north of
the border of the urrent box domain. Thus, the inuen e of these events during the
boreal summer ould not be evaluated in the sense of the ratio FTr/FSth. However, the
seasonal y le in the FTr/FSth transport ratio is also inuen ed by o ean-atmosphere
intera tions, sin e the Southerly winds along the west oast of the South Ameri a are
reinfor ed by the pressure gradient asso iated with the front between the equatorial
old tongue and the warm water to its north. Conve tive rainfall also requires surfa e
temperatures warmer than a riti al value (∼27◦ C) and thus the emergen e of the
equatorial old tongue in boreal summer auses the ITCZ to be displa ed northward
(Mit hell & Walla e, 1992).
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The analysis of the Figure 3.2 onrms the previous studies, and, at same time
onfers an important reinfor ement to the analysis, quantifying the leading role of FTr
over FSth. It is worthy of note that both the quanti ation of the atmospheri transport of freshwater asso iated with the latitudinal displa ements of the ITCZ and the
ratio of the spatially integrated atmospheri freshwater exported to the eastern Pa i
is an advan ed of the urrent work in relation to the previous ones.
With regard to the Figure 3.2 yet, it is worthy of note that the ratio (FTr/FSth)
is invariably greater than 1 and often is larger than 2-3. Furthermore, for the entire
period, the averaged ratio is 1.8, whi h prompts an initial remark as follows: the overall
atmospheri freshwater that rea hes the region shown in Figure 3.1 has mostly originated on the Atlanti side of the Central Ameri an Isthmus. But it is important to
note that, during El Niño events, the ratio de reased, and in parti ular during the last
strong El Niño event (97/98) the ratio fell to approximately one unit. However, based
on the previous studies (Mit hell & Walla e, 1992; Oort & Yienger, 1996; M Gue &
Henderson-Sellers, 1997; Yang

, 2001; Bordoni

et al.

, 2004; Higgins

et al

, 2004;

et al.

Xu et al., 2005) these features on Figure 3.2 raise another possibility: ould it possibly
signify that the transport of atmospheri freshwater by FTr experien ed a major derease, or alternatively is it possible to dedu e that atmospheri freshwater transported
by FSth experien ed a signi ant in rease?
There remains to be investigated how the spatially integrated FTr and FSth
are related to spatially integrated P. As the domain for the spatial integration of the
atmospheri transport were used the respe tive verti al planes shown in Figure 3.1,
meanwhile, the spatial domain for the spatial integration of the pre ipitation rate was
used the horizontal region shown in red in the same gure. Then, the Figure 3.3 shows
the monthly mean of time series of the integrated elds, normalized by respe tive standard deviation, when ompared by pairs (P versus FTr, and P versus FSth). Positive
values for the time series referring to atmospheri freshwater input indi ate an in rease
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in the amount of freshwater getting into the region, while negative values indi ate a
de rease. Likewise, positive values of the time series of pre ipitation integrated over
the horizontal area indi ate an in rease of pre ipitation, while negative values indi ate
a de rease.

Figure 3.3: Time series of spatially integrated elds, normalized by their respe tive
standard deviation, ompared by pairs. The domain of spatial integration is onned to planes dened at Figure 3.1. (a) spatially integrated atmospheri freshwater
transported by northern hemisphere Trade Winds (bla k line) and spatially integrated
pre ipitation rate (red line), and (b) spatially integrated atmospheri freshwater transported by Southerly winds along the west oast of South Ameri a (blue line) and
spatially integrated pre ipitation rate (red line). The time series has been smoothed
by 10 points.
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The omparison between the spatially integrated pre ipitation and spatially
integrated atmospheri freshwater transported by northern hemisphere Trade Winds
(Figure 3.3-a) shows a non-signi ative orrelation (about 4%). It is also worth noti ing that the atmospheri freshwater transported by northern hemisphere Trade Winds
de reased during the strongest studied El-Niño event (1997/98), suggesting that during that period the pre ipitation in the tropi al eastern Pa i O ean is related with
an event other than atmospheri freshwater events asso iated only with an Atlanti
regional sour e.
Furthermore, the same omparison when using the spatially integrated pre ipitation and atmospheri freshwater transported by Southerly winds along the west oast
of South Ameri a (Figure 3.3-b) shows a stronger orrelation: 57%. In onsequen e
then it may be ondently assumed that the gap left by the de reased FTr during the
El-Niño event of 1997/98 was in fa t ompensated by an in rease in the FSth transportation.
An anomaly still remains. If, as stated, the freshwater whi h rea hes the region
an be largely sour ed in the Atlanti O ean from whi h it is transported by northern hemisphere Trade Winds, then one is fa ed with a di ult explanation as to why,
should the elds be spatially integrated (FTr, FSth and P) and ompared by pairs,
the orrelation between P-FSth is larger than the P-FTr? If, as stated as a primary
hypothesis the freshwater onverted into pre ipitation in the eastern tropi al Pa i
has its origin in the Atlanti O ean, then these preliminary results appear as a ontradi tion.
A deeper analysis of the role of the atmospheri freshwater transported by
ea h omponent over the pre ipitation in the eastern tropi al Pa i (horizontal plane
shown in Figure 3.1) was possible through Single Value De omposition (SVD). SVD is,
in general terms, a statisti al te hnique that allows us to identify the pairs of Empiri al
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Orthogonal Fun tions (EOF) and prin ipal omponents that a ount for fra tions of
the ovarian e between two jointly analysed variables. The rst pair in the pattern
des ribes the largest fra tion of the Square Covarian e (SC) and ea h su eeding pair
des ribes a maximum fra tion of the SC that is unexplained by the previous pair. (For
des ription of SVD and EOF analyses, see: Appendix A, page 173 and 171, respe tively).
Sin e the main obje tives of this study are to investigate whether ouplings exist
between any ombination of P, FTr and FSth, and then hopefully to establish the degree to whi h the asso iation exists, not to mention how the oupling is a hieved, then
in these ir umstan es, the SVD analysis oered an appropriately potential method to
a hieve this.
Thus, the SVD te hnique was applied to the following pairs of variables:
• P and FTr
• P and FSth

The results are presented in the Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Results for the rst three SVD modes, when applied to the following pairs
of elds jointly: a) Pre ipitation (P) and atmospheri freshwater transported by northern hemisphere Trade Winds (FTr); b) P and atmospheri freshwater transported by
Southerly winds along the west oast of South Ameri a (FSth).
P x FTr
P x FSth
Varian e Correlation Varian e Correlation
SVD mode
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
1
46.1
99.8
35.3
87.1
2
26.6
-91.2
24.5
94.3
3
7.4
-97.3
7.4
82.0
P
Variance(%)
80.1
67.2
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Based on the rst three modes of the SVD analysis, the results suggest that
on average, 3/4 of the freshwater added to the o ean in the horizontal region shown in
red in Figure 3.1 is derived from atmospheri import, either from the Atlanti O ean
or from the South. Furthermore, it is possible to note the high absolute orrelations
between P and FTr, and between P and FSth, for the rst three SVD modes, indi ating
a high oupling between them (absolute orrelation always above 90% and 80%, respe tively). The greater the absolute orrelation, the stronger is the oupling between
the varian e of the variables.
The intera tion between both the input sour es to atmospheri freshwater remains a pivotal issue whi h is quite di ult to unravel. The initial indi ation emphasized the importan e of the Atlanti as the preliminary input sour e to the region,
whereas a posterior analysis seemed to question this on ept and instead to pla e
greater emphasis on the proper eastern Pa i itself. However, one or another hypothesis must be qualied for the inherent limitations of its dependen e upon the basi
spatial integration of the onsidered atmospheri elds. For this reason the subsequent
approa h based on the SVD analyses is undertaken as a onsequen e of their ability
to apture ertain nuan es, whi h might have es aped the impaired dis rimination of
the integrated pro edure. The pairs of investigated omponents are shown to display
a high degree of orrelation overall, but it is only informative, parti ularly in the ontext of this study, for it introdu es a on ept whereby ea h one of the omponents is
onsidered as a omposition of signals distributed throughout a s ale of frequen ies.
Consequently it will be re ognized that even when the additions of these respe tive frequen ies are seen to be highly orrelated, the relative importan e of the
dierent omponents that make the orrelated pairs an dier signi antly. It is suggested then that the separate frequen y-dependent omponent signals of ea h member
of a oupling, whether it be of FTr, FSth or P, may arry a radi ally disparate mix
of freshwater hara teristi s, e.g. relative volume. In this ontext, the SVD analysis
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has the apability, through its treatment of a modal as ade of varian e, to provide
a better understanding of the nature of the ouplings, leading to a more per eptive
appre iation of the operating me hani s of the omplex physi s of regional transport.
In onsequen e, whereas in the rst hypothesis the weight of the argument
seemed to lie with pre ipitation in the Atlanti being the dominant sour e of freshwater imported into the region, this result was qui kly reversed by later eviden e using the
spatial integration of all three elds whi h suggest a weaker orrelation of the ouple,
P versus FTr, and assisted by spe i indi ations arising from performan e during
an El-Niño event. The fo us then swit hed to FSth as the probable senior partner,
thereby stressing the inadequa ies of the preliminary statisti s.
Ultimately the superior properties of the SVD pro edure serve to re over and
promote the signi an e of the Atlanti as the more important sour e of atmospheri
freshwater entering the region a ross the Central Ameri an land bridge, sin e the ratio
of the FTr and FSth (Figure 3.2, on page 32) is invariably greater than one unit,
and the absolute orrelation of the oupling between P and FTr is always above 90%
(Table 3.1, on page 37).
Both the ouplings, between P and FTr and also between P and FSth, demand
a deeper study, in whi h due regard is given to the hara teristi s of their frequen y
and phasing.
The family of Fourier analyses (Fast Fourier Transform, Short Term Fourier
Transform and even Windowed Fourier Transform) display an inherent weakness in
this respe t, in that they are unable to extra t adequate resolution for both high and
low frequen ies at the same time.
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Consequently it is di ult to understand how a signal may be onverted and
manipulated while retaining equivalent resolution a ross the entire signal yet preserving
a time base. It is in just this ontext that Wavelet te hniques are seen to be preferred.
Wavelets are transforms whi h lo alize a fun tion both in spa e and s aling and have
some desirable properties ompared with the Fourier transforms. Wavelets are nite
windows through whi h the signal an be viewed. In order to move the window about
the length of the signal, the Wavelets an be translated about time in addition to
being ompressed and widened. (For a further des ription of Wavelet analysis, see:
Appendix A, page 175).
With the intention to bring some understanding to the spe i

hara teristi s

of the ouplings between P and the atmospheri freshwater transported either by FTr
or FSth, the Wavelet statisti al te hnique was used to analyse temporal variations in
the rainfall ontributions further, with a Morlet Wavelet (ωo = 6) as mother wave
(Torren e & Compo, 1998; Strang, 1992). Another two mother Wavelets were tested Paul and Derivative of Gauss (DOG) - but the Morlet presented the best tool for time
and frequen y lo alization when all time series were taken into a ount (eight for the
oupling between P and FTr and eight for the oupling between P and FSth).
The results of the Wavelet te hnique, when applied to the expansion oe ients
of the rst SVD modes representing the oupling between P and FTr as well as P and
FSth, are shown in the following gures. Their omplete dis ussion is postponed to a
later se tion of this hapter (Assessment and Ree tions, page 62), where the temporal
variation of ea h time series asso iated with the rst three leading SVD modes will be
dis ussed individually. This will also allow an analysis into the relationship between
the ouplings (P

versus

FTr and P

versus

FSth). Postponing the detailed dis ussion

to a later omprehensive assessment will lead to a broader on lusion in support of the
proposed atmosphere-o ean dynami s in the study region and is therefore preferred to
individual dis ussions of Wavelet analysis results.
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Figure 3.4: Results of wavelet analysis for the expansion oe ients of the rst SVD
mode when applied to: (a) pre ipitation (P), and (b) atmospheri freshwater transported by northern hemisphere Trade Wind (FTr). Both basi variables under investigation are plotted, in ea h ase, as a time series (top panel), the ontour of Wavelet
power spe trum (middle panel), and the global Wavelet power spe trum (right panel).
The dashed line in the right panel represents to 95% onden e level. The ontour
Wavelet power spe trum levels are hosen so that 75%, 50%, 25%, and 5% of the
wavelet power is above ea h level, respe tively. The dark line in the Wavelet power
spe trum indi ates the one of inuen e (COI). "COI is the region of the wavelet
spe trum in whi h edge ee ts be ome important"(Torren e & Compo, 1998)
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Figure 3.5: Results of wavelet analysis for the expansion oe ients of the se ond SVD
mode when applied to: (a) P, and (b) FTr. Other gure hara teristi s are as des ribed
in Figure 3.4
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Figure 3.6: Results of wavelet analysis for the expansion oe ients of the third SVD
mode when applied to: (a) P, and (b) FTr. Other gure hara teristi s are as des ribed
in Figure 3.4
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Figure 3.7: Results of wavelet analysis for the expansion oe ients of the rst SVD
mode when applied to: (a) pre ipitation (P), and (b) atmospheri freshwater transported by Southerly winds along the west oast of South Ameri a (FSth). Other gure
hara teristi s are as des ribed in Figure 3.4
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Figure 3.8: Results of wavelet analysis for the expansion oe ients of the se ond
SVD mode when applied to: (a) P, and (b) FSth. Other gure hara teristi s are as
des ribed in Figure 3.4
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Figure 3.9: Results of wavelet analysis for the expansion oe ients of the third SVD
mode when applied to: (a) P, and (b) FSth. Other gure hara teristi s are as des ribed
in Figure 3.4
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3.2 Response of the O ean
At this jun ture it may be seen that signi ant progress has been made with
regard to the atmospheri sour e of freshwater, by examining the oupling between loal pre ipitation and the two potential regional systems from either side of the Central
Ameri an isthmus. It is now the intention to address the impli ations in the o ean after
re eiving this freshwater, in parti ular for the upper layers of the eastern Pa i O ean.
With this intention in mind, a mixed layer model was on eived and developed
for this purpose, whi h uses pres ribed velo ity and temperature elds provided by
a realisti ally for ed Modular O ean Model (MOM), version 2 run (Ve hi & Harrison, 2003). The numeri al mixed-layer model is for ed by the net freshwater input
(Evaporation minus Pre ipitation, E-P) to determine the salinity eld. It should be
noted that Mixed Layer Depth (MLD) is treated as a variable. Above the MLD the
salinity led was set up to respond the atmospheri inuen es (E-P) plus adve tion
and entrainment determined from the hydrodynami model, while below the MLD it
is derived from the the hydrodynami model alone. In this ontext, the model merges
the atmospheri input of freshwater to the upper o ean with the underlying o eani
stru ture and in so doing adds or redu es buoyan y as appropriate, pro eeding to alulate a new depth for the mixed layer, in terms of "mixed", i.e. verti ally averaged
saline properties. Further details of the o eani mixed layer model are des ribed in the
se tion "The numeri al o ean modeling", on page 81.
Consequently, the proposal is to explore the atmospheri inuen es of the atmospheri freshwater exported to the region through an o eani numeri al model; whi h
uses the pre ipitation rate related to the atmospheri ow of freshwater as an independent variable of input. With the variable (E-P) re onstru ted from the previous
analyses based on the oupling between the P and FTr and between the P and FSth,
it may be possible to entrust su h a model with the task of estimating how ea h one
of the atmospheri transports of freshwater ex lusively and independently a ts within
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the surfa e waters of the eastern Pa i O ean, on e delivery as pre ipitation is made.
The general onnes of the o eani mixed layer model now proposed are shown in
Figure 3.10 along with the moored buoys of the TAO/EPIC array of the National
O ean and Atmospheri Administration (NOAA). The TAO database is a wel ome
resour e for model validation, while atmospheri freshwater input is derived from the
ECMWF-ERA40.

Figure 3.10:
The TAO array of the NOAA. The proposed o eani
model domain is indi ated by the broken line (adapted from:
<http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/tao/proj_over/diagrams/> - 30/Jun/2006)

With the obje tives of this phase in mind, and therefore in order to ensure that
any model response produ ed may be dire tly related to the atmospheri ow of freshwater as an independent variable, it is of ourse important to experiment by hanging
only that independent variable while maintaining all other parameters as xed. The
intention initially then is to use the original atmospheri elds of the ECMWF-ERA40
as input and to ompare model output with in situ data from the TAO buoys. In this
manner a resultant output will be provided whi h may be used as a referen e against
whi h omparisons may be made with the output of subsequent model runs. In the
latter ases, alterations are to be imposed only on the atmospheri ow of freshwater,
thereby hopefully leading to a better understanding of the response of regional sea
surfa e salinity.
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This path may appear to be an unjustied diversion at this stage when the
model has yet to be dened in detail and its algorithms justied. The indulgen e of
the reader is requested given that the aim is to use this model initially as a omparative tool rather than a serious sear h for absolute fa t. For the present then, perhaps
the model and this pro edure are onsidered temporarily a eptable and adequate for
this limited role, although due regard to onventional treatment of its development will
appear in the later se tion of this work (Part II, on page 79). In order then to maintain
the fo us of the present se tion, the intention is to be a epted as onditional "Control
Run" to be referen ed simply as "Ctrl" the result of the numeri al experiment with
the input ow of freshwater from the ECMWF-ERA40.
Subsequently the numeri al experiments with the o eani model will be simulated twi e more with dierent ows of the atmospheri freshwater input. The input
variable used will be the ow of atmospheri freshwater (E − P ) based upon the study
previously developed here. In the rst run, the atmospheri freshwater transported
by the Atlanti Trade Winds is set up as the only sour e of variability in the rainfall
over the Pa i , while in the se ond, the atmospheri freshwater transported by the
Southerly winds is set up as the only sour e of variability in the rainfall over the eastern
Pa i . The latter two results will be ompared with the Control Run, (Ctrl).
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Numeri al experiments with re onstru ted pre ipitation rate

Two independent runs of the hydrodynami s asso iated with the mixed layer
model were performed to quantify the role of the atmospheri freshwater exported to
the region shown in Figure 3.1 (Page 30) both by northern hemisphere Trade Winds
(FTr) and by Southerly winds along the west oast of South Ameri a (FSth), as indu tor fa tors for the variability in the rainfall (P), whi h is shown in the same gure.
The pre ipitation rates were re onstru ted based on the three rst SVD modes for the
oupling between P and FTr and similarly for the oupling between P and FSth (See:
Table 3.1, on page 37).
Within this ontext, the pre ipitation in the horizontal region shown in Figure 3.1 is re onstru ted from the lassi al equation whi h uses the de omposition of
the eld in its formulation as being the sum of the mean eld plus the perturbation
asso iated with it, as follows:
P (x, y, t) = P̄ (x, y) + P̃ (x, y, t)

(3.1)

where, P (x, y, t) is the re onstru ted pre ipitation eld, P̄ (x, y) is the time averaged
pre ipitation downloaded from the ECMWF data server and P̃ (x, y, t) is the perturbation re onstru ted from the rst three leading SVD modes of ea h onsidered oupling.
The intention is to rea h, for every grid point in the horizontal region shown in Figure 3.1, two independent pre ipitation elds where the anomaly in the pre ipitation
is due to ea h one of the ouplings, ex lusively and independently. Thus, in the horizontal region of the Figure 3.1, the rst independent run will have a pre ipitation eld
in whi h the anomaly is indu ed only by the atmospheri transport of freshwater by
the northern hemisphere Trades Winds (FTr), and in the se ond run, the pre ipitation
eld whi h the anomaly is indu ed only by the atmospheri transport of freshwater
by the Southerly winds along the west oast of South Ameri a (FSth). Pre ipitation
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outside the region was kept un hanged, thus representing the ee t of the Pa i ITCZ.
The evaporation eld was kept un hanged for the entire domain. The new variables
(E − P ) were omputed based on those distin t s enarios, whi h were used to repla e

their equivalent in the Equation 4.1, on page 84.
a) Numeri al experiment with the variability in the pre ipitation rate reonstru ted from the oupling between P and FTr

In this simulation, the atmospheri ow of freshwater used as an independent
variable had the pre ipitation rate re onstru ted, using Equation 3.1, with the variability imposed from the three rst SVD modes for the oupling between P and FTr,
in the horizontal region shown in Figure 3.1, while external to the region, the pre ipitation rate was kept un hanged, thus representing the ee t of the Pa i ITCZ. The
evaporation eld was kept un hanged for the entire domain. The variable (E − P )
was omputed and based on this s enario, and it was used to repla e its equivalent
in the Equation 4.1, on page 84. Results of the o eani numeri al model are shown
in Figure 3.11, whi h gives the time series of the Sea Surfa e Salinity (SSS) along the
Equator, for longitudes 140◦ W (a), 125◦ W (b), 110◦ W ( ), and 95◦ W (d), respe tively.
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Figure 3.11: Comparison between time series of Sea Surfa e Salinity (SSS), in Pra ti al
Salinity Unit (PSU), on the Equator at 140◦ W (a), 125◦ W (b), 110◦ W ( ) and 95◦ W
(d) as al ulated by the numeri al model. The bla k line is the result using original
pre ipitation data from ECMWF-ERA40 ("Control Run" - Ctrl), the blue line when
using re onstru ted pre ipitation (with variability omputed from the rst three SVD
modes of the oupling between P and FTr) into horizontal plane shown in Figure 3.1.
See Table 3.1 for details.
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b) Numeri al experiment with the variability in the pre ipitation rate reonstru ted from the oupling between P and FSth

In a similar manner to the previous simulation, the atmospheri ow of freshwater used as an independent variable had the pre ipitation rate rebuilt from the three
rst SVD modes, but at this time referring to the oupling between P and FSth in the
horizontal region shown in Figure 3.1; again, external to the region the pre ipitation
was kept un hanged, thus representing the ee t of the Pa i ITCZ. The evaporation
eld was kept un hanged for the entire domain. The variable (E − P ) was omputed
based on this s enario, and it was used to repla e its equivalent in the Equation 4.1,
on page 84. Results of the o eani numeri al model are shown in Figure 3.12, whi h
shows the time series of the SSS (PSU) along the Equator, for longitudes 140◦ W (a),
125◦ W (b), 110◦ W ( ), and 95◦ W (d), respe tively.
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Figure 3.12: Comparison between time series of Sea Surfa e Salinity (SSS), in Pra ti al
Salinity Unit (PSU), on the Equator at 140◦ W (a), 125◦ W (b), 110◦ W ( ) and 95◦ W
(d) as al ulated by the numeri al model. The bla k line is the result using original
pre ipitation data from ECMWF-ERA40 ("Control Run" - Ctrl), the red line when
using re onstru ted pre ipitation (with variability omputed from the rst three SVD
modes of the oupling between P and FSth) into horizontal plane shown in Figure 3.1.
See Table 3.1 for details.
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The omparison of the time series of the SSS as output from the model onsidering the variability in the pre ipitation (in the horizontal region of the Figure 3.1)
indu ed by the FTr (Figure 3.11), does not show apparent signi ant dieren es with
the output by Ctrl. In a similar way, for the se ond independent run, there are no
evident signi ant dieren es between the time series of the SSS as output of the Ctrl
with the SSS as output of the model run onsidering the variability in the pre ipitation
indu ed by the FSth (Figure 3.12).
However, the previous analyses arried out earlier in this work (Se tion 3.1 Splitting the transport of atmospheri freshwater), with regard to the variability in the
pre ipitation and its relationship to the independent sour es of atmospheri freshwater have dis losed that, during El Niño periods, the variability in the pre ipitation is
asso iated with the atmospheri freshwater transported by the FSth, whereas during
La Niña periods, the variability in the pre ipitation is asso iated with the atmospheri
freshwater transported by the FTr. This behavior in both time series asso iated with
the re onstru ted pre ipitation rate (either when indu ed by FTr or FSth) ree ts during El Niño - La Niña events the hanges in the Hadley ir ulation (north-south) and
in the Walker ir ulation (Oort & Yienger, 1996). As dis ussed earlier in this study,
the hanges in the atmospheri

ells of ir ulation impose hanges in the atmospheri

transport of freshwater exported to the region, and onsequently indu ing hanges in
the pre ipitation rate related to those atmospheri transports of freshwater (FTr and
FSth). In both independent runs, the SSS must have assimilated su h hara teristi s
in their outputs, even so these do not reveal the expe ted hara teristi s in an evident
behavior.
In this ontext, a joint investigation of the outputs a hieved by the independent
runs is pursued with the obje tive of learly dis riminating between the two independent sour es of atmospheri freshwater insofar as they a ount for the SSS in the eastern
Pa i .
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Analysis of the independent runs

The intention of this se tion is to sear h for eviden e in the SSS of the inuen e
of the variability imposed upon the pre ipitation in the horizontal region shown in
Figure 3.1 due to the two sour es of atmospheri freshwater onsidered in this study.
In this attempt, the output of both independent runs will be onsidered simultaneously.
The time series of SSS(FTr) did not present signi ant dieren es from the
time series of SSS(Ctrl) (Figure 3.11). Both time series ran together with extremely
small dieren es in luding those asso iated with La Niña periods. During El Niño
periods, the SSS(FTr) was of higher salinity than output by the SSS(Ctrl). After El
Niño events, the dieren e between SSS(FTr) and SSS(Ctrl) stabilized, and they ran
parallel to ea h other. This behavior was, in some way, expe ted from the omparison
of the both spatially integrated elds P and FTr. The integrated approa h suggested
that during El Niño periods, the variability in the pre ipitation indu ed by FTr should
de rease as a onsequen e of the smaller amount of atmospheri freshwater asso iated
with the FTr brought into the region, and onsequently, no signi ant dilution in the
salinity eld would be observed. These features were parti ularly evident in the eastern equatorial Pa i O ean (along the Equator, at 95◦ W and 110◦W). Further west
(along the Equator, at 125◦ W and 140◦ W) the time series showed the same features,
with redu ed amplitude and some time lag, suggesting that the Atlanti freshwater
signal was adve ted into the region by the South Equatorial Current.
Alternatively, when the model was for ed by pre ipitation bearing the variability asso iated with the Southerly winds, it presented throughout a more saline time
series for SSS(FSth) than for SSS(Ctrl) (Figure 3.12). This result ould suggest that
atmospheri freshwater transported by Southerly winds did not have an important role
in the rainfall in the eastern Pa i O ean, or even present the omplementary role
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in relation to the SSS during El Niño periods with regard to the results a hieved by
atmospheri freshwater transported by Atlanti Trade Wind analyses.
In this ontext, it is relevant to reiterate some of the points a hieved earlier
in this work in the integrated approa h phase. Firstly that most of the atmospheri
freshwater rea hing the region has its origin in the Atlanti side of Central Ameri a;
se ondly that any relevant addition of atmospheri freshwater arried by the FSth is
restri ted to El Niño events and, nally, that the atmospheri freshwater arried by
the FTr (and in bigger amounts) still maintains better oupling with the pre ipitation
in the region (based on the results of the SVD analyses). Then, if the salinity in the
mixed layer of eastern tropi al Pa i O ean an be reprodu ed so well from Atlanti
freshwater import (FTr), what is the role of the freshwater transport asso iated with
the Southerly winds (FSth), whi h also showed a similar result, but saltier in the mixed
layer salinity?
In order to address the latter question, due to its privileged position in relation
to the horizontal plane in Figure 3.1, the geographi al position of 95◦ W-Equator was
hosen for a study ase. Considering that the pre ipitation anomaly during El Niño
events is asso iated with the FSth, and in a similar way, during La Niña events to the
FTr, it an also be assumed that the anomalies in the SSS experien e their inuen es
through the anomaly in the pre ipitation indu ed by these transports, a ording to the
temporal o urren e of su h events. Then, the dieren e between the time series of the
SSS from both independent runs (using only atmospheri freshwater transported by
Southerly winds (FSth) and using only atmospheri freshwater transported by Atlanti
Trade Winds (FTr)) might hold a relationship with the ENSO y le. Thus, the time
series of the dieren e between SSS(FSth) and SSS(FTr) (∆S = SSS(FSth) - SSS(FTr))
is ompared with the ENSO y le through the SOI. SOI is a onvenient index to evaluate the ENSO status through the dierential sea level between Tahiti and Darwin as
an indi ator of the lo ation in longitude of the tropi al o ean warm pat h (Trenberth,
1997). The resultant time series ∆S and SOI signal are shown in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: Bla k line: The time series of the monthly mean of the dieren e of
surfa e salinity (PSU), at 0◦ , 95◦ W, between the model's results when the anomaly in
the pre ipitation rate was indu ed by northern hemisphere Trade Winds and when the
anomaly in the pre ipitation rate was indu ed by Southerly winds along the west oast
of South Ameri a. In both runs, the pre ipitation in the region shown in Figure 3.1
was rebuilt, a ording to the Equation 3.1, from the rst 3 SVD modes, respe tively
(∆S = SSS(FSth) - SSS(FTr)). Blue line: The Southern Os illation Index (SOI) based
on the Trenberth method - monthly standard deviation. SOI unit: hPa (1000 hPa
subtra ted). Both the time series are six months smoothed.

The time series ∆S presents surfa e salinity as a response to pre ipitation with
its variability indu ed by atmospheri freshwater transported by Atlanti Trade Winds
during La Niña periods, and at same time, a response to pre ipitation with its variability indu ed by atmospheri freshwater transported by Southerly winds during El
Niño periods. Furthermore, from the Figure 3.13 it is evident that there is a time lag
between the signals. Thus, the orrelation analysis was applied between the ∆S and the
SOI. The orrelation index between the signals is 50%, but when a time lag is applied,
the best orrelation oe ient is 56%, whi h is rea hed when the analysis is led by the
SOI with a two months lag. Del roix

. (1996) arried out a statisti al analysis

et al

using pre ipitation and SSS in an attempt to establish a relationship between them in
the tropi al Pa i . The Del roix et al. study used interpolated and monthly-averaged
salinity data olle ted by the "ship-of-opportunity" program with pre ipitation derived
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from satellite remote sensing via Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR). Their nding
with referen e to the lag time between the ENSO y le and respe tive hanges in the
pre ipitation, in the eastern tropi al Pa i , is in agreement with the urrent study.
The methodology produ ed in this work with regard to the analysis of the
output of both independent runs simultaneously then, by fo ussing upon the temporal
hara teristi s of a salinity anomaly o urring in a parti ular lo ation, was able to
onrm a relationship between that anomaly and an independent sour e of freshwater
found to bear an asso iated temporal anomaly. In this manner a salinity anomaly
o urring in a parti ular lo ation was able to be linked and identied in terms of the
adjustment of SSS as an o ean response to an assumed independent sour e of atmospheri freshwater in a dierent lo ation.
In a similar manner then, the analysis depi ted in Figure 3.13 follows the lead
and aims to investigate, for the entire domain the relative roles of potential sour es of
atmospheri freshwater. For this stage of the study, there was omputed the dieren e
between the SSS output by the model run whi h ontained the variability of pre ipitation of FSth and the SSS output by the model run whi h ontained the variability of
pre ipitation of FTr (∆S = SSS(FSth) - SSS(FTr)). The map of best orrelation index
(%) is shown in Figure 3.14 (upper panel), while the respe tive time lag (months) for
ea h grid point applied to the analysis to a hieve the best orrelation index (the time
lag analysis is led by the SOI) is shown in the same gure in its lower panel.
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Figure 3.14: a) The best orrelation index map (%) of the dieren e between the SSS
from both independent runs (∆S = SSS(FSth) - SSS(FTr)) and ENSO y le (using the
Trenberth method). b) Time lag (months) applied to the orrelation analysis between
∆S and the SOI to a hieve the best orrelation. The time lag analysis is led by the
SOI.

From the simultaneous analysis of both panels of the Figure 3.14, it is possible
to dete t that the equatorial region presents the highest indi es of orrelation in the
domain (upper panel), together with an in rease of the time lag (to a hieve that best
orrelation) from the easternmost region towards the date line (lower panel). From
the Figure 3.14 it may be inferred that the best orrelation between the signal of the
salinity anomaly and ENSO y le is a hieved by a westward propagation of the signal
of the salinity anomaly along the Equator. With intention to estimate the rate of
su h propagation and following the lead of the earlier analysis here, then, the fo us
will on entrate on the Equator only. Figure 3.15 displays in its upper panel the best
orrelation index (%) between ∆S and the SOI along the Equator, whereas in its lower
panel, the time lag (in months) to a hieve the respe tive best orrelation index is given.
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Figure 3.15: a) The best orrelation index (%) along the Equator between the signal
of the salinity anomaly (∆S = SSS(FSth) - SSS(FTr)) and the ENSO y le (using the
Trenberth method). b) Time lag (months) along the Equator applied to a hieve the
respe tive best orrelation index between ∆S and the SOI. Led by the SOI.

The best orrelation a hieved throughout the Equator is nearly onstant at approximately 55% (Figure 3.15 - upper panel), whereas the time lag to a hieve the best
orrelation has its minimum value in the Longitude 90◦ W (at 2 months) and its maximum value in the Longitude 139◦W (at 10 months) (Figure 3.15 - lower panel). Thus,
based on these features, the propagation rate of the signal of the salinity anomaly along
Equator may be estimated through the slope of the linear regression, whi h points to
the propagation rate of the signal of the salinity anomaly along Equator as approximately 6.1 degrees per month, or about 0.25 m.s−1 . The propagation rate of the signal
of the salinity anomaly as estimate by the above approa h is in agreement with the
observed zonal velo ity obtained by meridional ADCP se tions measurements as presented in Johnson et

al.

(2002b).
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With the estimate of the propagation rate of the signal of the salinity anomaly
along Equator, the quantitative studies referring to Part I ome to a on lusion. The
next se tion will be dedi ated to the assessments of the results a hieved so far.

3.3 Assessment and Ree tions - Part I
Given the intention to a hieve the desired obje tives introdu ed on page 12,
ertain hypotheses have been suggested as follows:
• The Pre ipitation (P) re eived by the eastern Pa i O ean in the region adja ent

to Central Ameri a owes its origin at least in part to orographi pro esses driven
by the Atlanti Trade Winds as they experien e the transit of the Cordillera so
releasing atmospheri freshwater, and
• Then the same region may re eive pre ipitation similarly from the freshwater

arried by the Southerly winds of the Pa i itself, as they approa h parallel to
the ontinental west oast line of South Ameri a into the ITCZ where pro esses
similar to those of orographi type of the former ase, may o ur in the absen e
of land-based topography.

And, as onsequen e of these hypotheses, an explanation for the low salinity of
the eastern tropi al Pa i as result of the links between atmosphere and o ean ir ulation was pursued. The analyses and modeling were done in relation to the atmospheri
freshwater transport elds and the pre ipitation a ording to the restri tions of the
three dimensional domain des ribed on page 30, whi h are represented graphi ally in
Figure 3.1 (Page 30).
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The role of the atmospheri freshwater transport

The fo us in Chapter Three has initially addressed a statisti al treatment of
atmospheri freshwater transport and then has made an attempt to dis riminate between the two potential geographi al sour es.
The balan e of the atmospheri

freshwater transport

The rst question to be examined was the relative proportion of the atmospheri
freshwater rea hing the region and sour ed in the nominated wind systems. The relative proportion of the atmospheri freshwater transported by northern hemisphere
Trade Winds (FTr) and atmospheri freshwater transported by Southerly winds along
the west oast of South Ameri a (FSth) was estimated by the spatial integration of the
respe tive ve tor eld of the atmospheri freshwater transport. The spatial domain of
integration is shown as the verti al planes in Figure 3.1 (Page 30). The result, presented as a ratio index (FTr/FSth), demonstrated a lear annual y le (Figure 3.2, on
page 32). In the rst instan e, the time series of the ratio index between FTr and FSth
ould be seen as merely a onsequen e of the imbalan e of the intensity of the wind
omponents in the ITCZ region, as des ribed in M Gue & Henderson-Sellers (1997).
But the urrent study presents a more a omprehensive approa h to this issue than a
simple onrmation of that imbalan e. The intention until this point is to establish a
reliable and onsistent atmospheri data set as input to the eastern Pa i o ean region.
In this ontext, and as previously reported by Oort & Yienger (1996), the onne tions between the atmospheri ells of ir ulation and the major global atmospheri
phenomena, with spe ial attention to the ENSO y le ould be evaluated. Hen e the
onsidered atmospheri systems of freshwater transport are a onsequen e of those ells,
the ratio index between FTr and FSth should hold a similar relation to the ENSO yle. This relation was more evident during the 97/98 El-Niño event, when the ratio
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index dropped to near one unit, as onsequen e of the strengthening of the Hadley
ir ulation (Figure 3.2, on page 32). It is also possible to relate the time series of the
ratio index to the NAM signals, when during the NAM o urren e, part of the easterly
Trade Winds in the equatorial Atlanti shifts towards Mexi o and North Ameri a, thus
feeding these regions with moist air (Yang

, 2001; Xu

et. al.

, 2005). Conve tive

et al.

rainfall also requires surfa e temperatures warmer than a riti al value (∼27◦ C) and
thus the emergen e of the equatorial old tongue in boreal summer auses the ITCZ to
be displa ed northward (Mit hell & Walla e, 1992). The northward migration of the
ITCZ a ts as a barrier to the delivery of atmospheri freshwater from the Atlanti side
due to the ordilleras in the Central Ameri an ontinent. Then, the ombined ee ts
of the hanges on the atmospheri

ir ulation ells, the NAM and the meridional mi-

gration of the ITCZ are the main reasons for the shape of the time series of the ratio
index between FTr and FSth. Thus, the time series of the ratio index between FTr and
FSth drives us to on lude that the northern hemisphere Trade Winds are the major
player in the delivery of the atmospheri freshwater to region.
Giving ontinuity to the analysis of the atmospheri approa h to the eastern
tropi al Pa i O ean, with regard to the relative roles of the FTr and the FSth, it
emerged that for the greater part of the period, the freshwater ontribution by FTr
prevailed over FSth, being at least 2-3 times larger during boreal winter, whereas,
during the boreal summer, the ratio is nearly one. This analysis reinfor ed our primary hypothesis that most of the atmospheri freshwater whi h rea hes the eastern
tropi al Pa i O ean has its sour e on the Atlanti O ean side of Central Ameri a.
Moreover, from the same analysis on erning the relative proportion of atmospheri
freshwater whi h rea hes the region from either the FTr or the FSth sour es, there was
eviden e of a de rease in the ratio index (FTr/FSth) during El Niño events. Although
previous works reported the imbalan e in the omponents of the Trades Winds in the
ITCZ region (M Gue & Henderson-Sellers, 1997) and the onne tions between the
Hadley and Walker ir ulations with the ENSO y le (Oort & Yienger, 1996), none of
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them had quantied the amount of atmospheri freshwater transported and asso iated
with those features. Nevertheless, with the basi ratio established, together with its
relationship with the major atmospheri features re ognized (ENSO, NAM and atmospheri

ir ulation ells), the fo us of attention shifts to an examination of the role of

lo al pre ipitation and in parti ular its relevan e in omparison with the produ ts of
atmospheri transport.
The relationship between the atmospheri

freshwater transport and the lo al pre ipita-

tion

The links between P and FTr together with the links between P and FSth were
addressed by an integrated approa h of these elds. From spatially integrated version
of the respe tive elds, new versions were onstru ted, based upon normalization with
referen e to the respe tive standard deviations . Then, the normalized time series were
ompared by pairs (Figure 3.3, on page 35). P and FTr showed essentially no orrelation (about 4%), while that the orrelation index between P and FSth was 57%.
The indi es of orrelation, based on the analyses by pairs, suggest that P has a better
relationship to the FSth than to the FTr. It was also worthy of note that the atmospheri freshwater transported by northern hemisphere Trade Winds de reased during
the strongest El Niño event (1997/98) ontemplated in this study, suggesting that during that period, the pre ipitation in the eastern tropi al Pa i O ean was related to
an event other than atmospheri freshwater oming only from the Atlanti O ean. In
this ontext, the strengthening of the Hadley ir ulation (north-south) during El Niño
events, in whi h, as onsequen e ausing a reinfor ement in the Southerly winds along
the west oast of South Ameri a, the atmospheri freshwater transported by the FSth
lled the gap left by the FTr during the 1997/98 El Niño event. A signi ant in rease
in the amount of freshwater in the study region transported by FSth was notable at
that time (Figure 3.3 - lower panel, on page 35).
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A rst simultaneous examination of the results of these analyses suggested a
possible ontradi tion. Using only the spatial integration of the atmospheri transports
of freshwater, the basi premise of this study was onrmed: namely that the main
sour e of the region's atmospheri freshwater is imported from the Atlanti O ean side
of Central Ameri a, and transported by the FTr. However, when the omparisons
between the spatial integration of the pre ipitation and the spatial integration of the
atmospheri transports of freshwater were arried out, the orrelation of the pre ipitation was greater with the FSth than with the FTr. This latter analysis opposes
another premise of this study: namely that the pre ipitation in the eastern tropi al
Pa i O ean must, in its main hara teristi s, be related to the FTr. But these preliminary results should be examined arefully, be ause they were analyses arried out
by spatial integrated elds. Su h analyses gave only an overview of the all possible
pro esses underway and, for this reason, they ould lead to a misreading. The best
way to expose the detail of potential me hanisms, if they exist, was to de ompose the
atmospheri freshwater transport and pre ipitation eld by their main modes.
Thus, with the intention of rea hing a better understanding of the relationships
between the lo al pre ipitation and the atmospheri transports by the nominated wind
systems, the SVD statisti al te hnique was ele ted to make su h an analysis. It was
proposed that the SVD pro edure would allow the identi ation of those pairs of EOF
and the prin ipal omponents responsible for the fra tions of ovarian e between two
jointly analysed variables. The results of the SVD analyses demonstrated that the rst
three modes a ount for, on average for both ases, about 74% of the total varian e.
The impli ation then is that three quarters of the varian e in the pre ipitation experien ed in the eastern tropi al Pa i O ean an be explained by atmospheri freshwater
imported to the region (Table 3.1, on page 37).
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These results already make an impression upon the residual un ertainties following the integrated approa h. The Pre ipitation (P) makes a very strong oupling
with the FTr, whi h is represented by the very high absolute orrelation - above 90%
- in the rst three SVD modes. Also, a signi ant oupling between P and FSth was
a hieved, although not rea hing the strength of its ounterpart. SVD results were used
to explain the previous apparent ontradi tion onrming that FTr is responsible for
most of the freshwater that rea hes the region and has a very high oupling with the
variability in the pre ipitation there. It is worthy of note that when the ee ts of
these modes were spatially integrated, these features were masked, giving the FSth
an opportunity to show its strength. However, it still remained to explain how these
features would a t independently, be ause both ouplings, between P and FSth and
also between P and FTr, are still omparable in magnitude.
The lue to simplify this puzzle was per eived when re-examining the relative
proportion of the spatial integration of the atmospheri freshwater transports (Figure 3.2, on page 32) and their relation to the spatially integrated pre ipitation eld
(Figure 3.3, on page 35). In those analyses are presented eviden es that both the
transports did not maintain a periodi pattern. This feature led the way to investigate
non-periodi ity in the time series asso iated with the spatial pattern of ea h oupling
as result of the SVD analysis. The fo us of attention then turned to an examination
of the time-frequen y hara teristi s of the ouplings, in whi h the Wavelet analysis
was the ele ted statisti al tool. Thus, the Wavelet te hnique was applied to every time
series asso iated with ea h SVD mode of both members of the ouplings analysed: the
oupling between P and FTr, and similarly the oupling between P and FSth. Then,
the Wavelet te hnique was applied 9 times in this pro ess.
The dis ussion of the results an be made here for only one of the variables
involved in ea h oupling, as a onsequen e of the absolute orrelation between the
varian e of the analysed variables, whi h was so high that it prevented any redundan y
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in the following dis ussions. The results are shown in Figure 3.4 (Page 41) for the
Wavelet te hnique applied in the rst SVD mode for the oupling between P and FTr;
Figure 3.5 (Page 42) for the se ond, and Figure 3.6 (Page 43) for the third SVD mode
of the oupling between P and FTr.
The result of the Wavelet analysis when applied to the rst SVD (Figure 3.4)
mode shows a signal of approximately a 6 month period with no lear periodi ity during
the studied period. The last strong El Niño event (1997/98) is evident, despite the fa t
that its signature is below the Cone of Inuen e (COI). "The COI is the region of the
wavelet spe trum in whi h edge ee ts be ome important." (Torren e & Compo, 1998).
But, the most noti eable feature remains the one year period signal, whi h omes to
its high varian e oin iden e with La Niña events. The rst SVD mode representing
the oupling between P and FTr, whi h orresponds to 46% of its total varian e, shows
that La Niña events indu e a high varian e in the pre ipitation rate within the one year
period. Thus, during La Niña events, the pre ipitation in the eastern tropi al Pa i
O ean presents variability asso iated with the annual period, whi h is indu ed by the
FTr.
Both the results of Wavelet analyses for the se ond and the third SVD modes
(Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6, respe tively) show an annual y le (time series plot - upper panels) that is far more intense (global wavelet spe trum - right panels) than any
other y les presented for these modes. The one year signal is present during all periods overed by this study (wavelet power spe trum - middle panels). The sum of
the varian e for se ond and third SVD modes a ounts for 34% of the total varian e
of the oupling P and FTr. The se ond and third SVD mode display very high negative orrelations, whi h indi ate that the variability of the pre ipitation and of the
atmospheri freshwater transport asso iated with FTr imply opposition, i.e. while P
is in reasing, FTr is de reasing, however, both displa ements o ur in the same time
and with the same frequen y (very high absolute orrelation). Thus, these two SVD
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modes show that, for example, during the period studied, the in rease in the preipitation rate with annual periodi ity simultaneously o urs at a time of de reasing
volume in the freshwater rea hing the region in asso iation with FTr. This interpretation also an be used in relation to pre ipitation with semi-annual periodi ity, however
with lesser ee t, be ause it is related to the third SVD mode only. The latter one
a ounts for 7.4% of the total variability explained by the oupling between P and FTr.
The same treatment was given to the interpretation of the results of Wavelet
te hnique when applied to the oupling between P and FSth, despite the fa t that they
did not present so high an absolute orrelation. The results of the Wavelet te hnique
applied to the oupling between P and FSth are shown in Figure 3.7 (Page 44) for the
rst SVD mode; Figure 3.8 (Page 45) for the se ond, Figure 3.9 (Page 46) for the third
SVD mode.
The rst SVD mode related to the oupling between P and FSth (Figure 3.7)
shows a lear and very strong annual y le (middle panel), whi h an be onrmed by
its time series (upper panel) as well as by its global wavelet spe trum (Figure 3.7 - right
panel). Again, this annual y le is related to the strength of the Trade Winds in the
eastern Pa i . The northern hemisphere Trade Winds present weak intensity during
the boreal summer, whi h provides the FSth the opportunity to rea h the region with
its stronger inuen e, bringing in water vapour to the region (the opposite happens
in the boreal winter). This feature automati ally implies that the pre ipitation in the
region has an asso iation with the atmospheri freshwater related to the FSth. Still
looking at its time series, it is noti eable that reinfor ement of FSth during the last
strong El Niño event (1997/98), onrms the analysis performed in the integrated approa h presented earlier in this se tion. The variability in the lo al pre ipitation during
El Niño periods was seen to be related to the atmospheri freshwater transport asso iated with the FSth (strengthened of the the Hadley ell). Con erning the relationship
between the FSth and pre ipitation during El Niño events, referen e to the wavelet
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power spe trum (Figure 3.7 - middle panel) indi ates the presen e of a strong El Niño
signature for the period 1997/98, whi h is felt above the COI. It is noti eable that in
the time span overed by Figure 3.7, the El Niño signature an be seen to extend in
some form over 1 to 8 years. The rst SVD mode of this oupling between P and FSth
a ounts for more than 35% of the total varian e.
The results of the Wavelet analysis for the se ond mode of the oupling between
P and FSth (Figure 3.8) is almost a perfe t opy of the results of the Wavelet analyses
for the se ond SVD mode related to the oupling between P and FTr. The most noti eable feature is the remarkable similarity of all aspe ts: the time series (upper panel),
the global wavelet spe trum (right panel), the wavelet power spe trum (middle panel),
and last but not least, the amount of the total varian e represented: 26.6% for the
oupling between P and FTr, and 24.5% for the oupling between P and FSth. However, among all the hara teristi s, the most relevant to be noti ed in this omparison
refers to the time series of both: they are in ounter phase (see: Figure 3.5 - b - upper
panel for the time series of the expansion oe ients of the se ond SVD mode when
applied to FTr, and Figure 3.8 - b - upper panel for the time series of the expansion
oe ients of the se ond SVD mode when applied to FSth). This opposing behaviour
refers to the atmospheri freshwater transport to the region asso iated with either FTr
or FSth (the boreal winter/summer as des ribed earlier). Of parti ular interest is that
both atmospheri transports represent equivalent varian es in relation to the indu ed
variability in the lo al pre ipitation (26.6% for the oupling between P and FTr, and
24.5% for the oupling between P and FSth), onrming that the se ond SVD mode
of both transports represents the annual ITCZ migration.
When onsidering the third SVD mode of the oupling between P and FSth
(Figure 3.9) whi h a ounts for 7.4% of the total varian e, it is possible to make a
omparison with its ounterpart (third SVD mode of oupling between P and FTr).
In this omparison, it is worthy of omment that the one year period signal of the
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third SVD mode in both ases presented remarkable variability in the last strong El
Niño (1997/98). Within this ontext, it is important to examine the respe tive time
series that represent the pre ipitation and the atmospheri transport of freshwater for
both ouplings (in both ases, they a ount for 7.4% of the total varian e). Firstly, the
time series representing the oupling P-FSth are in phase throughout, while se ondly,
for the oupling P-FTr they are in phase only during the last strong El Niño event.
Thus, with the ex eption of the last strong El Niño event, when both the ouplings
had fun tioned in a onstru tive asso iation, it is reasonable to suggest that there is a
variability in the lo al pre ipitation (about 7.4%), and displaying an annual y le as
a onsequen e of the addition of freshwater brought by the FSth (time series of the
FSth in phase with the time series of the P) and of the de rease of the atmospheri
freshwater asso iated with the FTr (time series of the FTr in ounter phase with the
time series of the P). In addition, the El Niño event for the third SVD mode between
P and FSth has one more signi ant feature: during the last strong El Niño event
(1997/98), the one year period was almost disrupted, but, alternatively, its signal was
spread by periods varying from six months up to eight years. This feature is very well
represented by the wavelet power spe trum (middle panel) and by the global wavelet
spe trum (right panel) through to the Figure 3.9-b).
The wavelet maps, jointly with the previous integrated approa h, promptly presented an overwhelming amount of information whi h alled for ompression so as to
fo us upon the urrent purpose, namely to identify and quantify the independent roles
of the atmospheri freshwater exported to the region shown in Figure 3.1 (Page 30),
whi h allowed us to examine their inuen es in the lo al pre ipitation. Ultimately, the
results a hieved up to now will be used to re ognize the inuen es (lo al versus remote)
of the atmospheri freshwater transports on the SSS in the eastern equatorial Pa i
O ean.
Before dis ussing how the pre ipitation indu ed by this atmospheri transport
of freshwater an leave its imprint on the sea surfa e salinity, the a omplishments of
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the roles of the atmospheri freshwater transport an briey be summarized as follows:
• Most of the freshwater whi h feeds the eastern tropi al Pa i O ean is imported

from the Atlanti side of Central Ameri a via the northern hemisphere Trade
Winds (FTr) during normal and La Niña periods, with a drasti redu tion during
El Niño periods, when the regional water vapour is brought into the region by
the Southerly winds along the west oast of South Ameri a (FSth).
• The atmospheri freshwater exported by the two assumed atmospheri systems

to feed the region a ount for about 74% of the total varian e of the pre ipitation
in the region.
• The spatially integrated atmospheri eld system driven by the FSth is better

related, on a time basis, to the lo al pre ipitation than to the spatial integrated
atmospheri eld system driven by the FTr.
• The migration of the Inter-Tropi al Convergen e Zone (ITCZ) an explain about

25% of the total varian e of the lo al pre ipitation. The varian e of lo al pre ipitation due to ITCZ ee ts is equally shared by the ontributions of both systems
(FTr and FSth). Furthermore and in the spatial s ale of this study, the latitudinal displa ement of the ITCZ an be asso iated with the strength of the northern
hemisphere Trade Winds and North Ameri an Monsoon.
• During El Niño periods, as a onsequen e of the de rease of the atmospheri

freshwater transported to the region by the FTr (weakening of the Walker irulation), whi h reinfor es the atmospheri freshwater transport asso iated with
FSth (strengthening of the Hadley ir ulation), the lo al pre ipitation holds a
stronger oupling with the system driven by the FSth; and in a omplementary
fashion, during La Niña period, when the atmospheri

ells of ir ulation are in

opposition in relation to the El Niño periods, the system driven by the FTr is
reinfor ed and the lo al pre ipitation holds a stronger oupling with it.
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Response of the o ean

Given that the hara teristi s of the atmospheri freshwater importation to the
region have now been identied together with their relationship to potential pre ipitation eld, the interest now advan es to a new phase. Te hniques mainly of a statisti al
nature have hitherto a hieved mu h of interest but the fo us turns to further lari ation of the basi theme, but now addressed through the medium of numeri al modeling
whi h oers loser examination of the dynami al pro esses involved.
For the present, however, the theme remains with the independent roles of
freshwater transport to the eastern Pa i O ean by the northern hemisphere Trade
Winds (FTr) or by the Southerly winds along the west oast of South Ameri a (FSth)
while taking a loser interest in the response of the SSS of the eastern tropi al Pa i
O ean.
The method hosen for this pro ess was to re onstru t the pre ipitation rate
from its independent ouplings with FTr and FSth. The pre ipitation rate was reonstru ted as a sum of the mean eld of the pre ipitation (as downloaded from the
ECMWF data server) plus the pre ipitation variability indu ed by the FTr or FSth
(Equation 3.1, on page 50). Thus, as a result of this approa h two pre ipitation elds
were obtained with the following features:
• Pre ipitation eld with its variability indu ed by FTr, whi h meant the variability

indu ed by atmospheri freshwater sour ed on the Atlanti O ean side of Central
Ameri a.
• Pre ipitation eld with its variability was indu ed by FSth, whi h meant the

variability indu ed by atmospheri freshwater transported by Southerly winds
along the west oast of South Ameri a.
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These re onstru ted pre ipitation rates were used in two autonomous runs of
the numeri al modeling of the o ean as one omponent of the for ing variable: evaporation minus pre ipitation (E − P ). The evaporation rate used was downloaded from
the ECMWF-ERA40 data server. This approa h allowed independent quanti ation of
the o eani response, with respe t to the SSS when the variability in the pre ipitation
was indu ed by these suggested atmospheri transports of freshwater.
The sea surfa e salinity resulting from both independent runs was ompared
with the Sea Surfa e Salinity results of the Control Run (hen eforth SSS(Ctrl)), whi h
used the original pre ipitation rate from ECMWF-ERA40. When ompared with the
SSS(Ctrl), neither pre ipitation rate, whether it is derived from the indu ement of FTr
or by FSth presented signi ant dieren es for the SSS in model runs. Referen e may
be made to Figures 3.11 and 3.12 on pages 52 and 54 for omparison purposes, respe tively.
With these results in mind, it was on eived to be opportune to pro eed on
the basis of a on ept of salinity anomaly, where this assumes a temporary treatment
so as to determine the response of the model to a series of runs in whi h the salinity anomaly signal indu ed was derived from, and therefore ontained the asso iated
variability signature of ea h one of a set of independent runs. In a ordan e with this
assumption, the signal of salinity anomaly was dened as ∆S = SSS(FSth) - SSS(FTr),
where SSS(FSth) is the SSS as output of the numeri al model with the pre ipitation
variability indu ed by the FSth and SSS(FTr) is the SSS as output of the numeri al
model with the pre ipitation variability indu ed by the FTr.
The signal ∆S was analysed through lag orrelation with the SOI for one study
ase. The result of this analysis showed that the orrelation between the ∆S and the
SOI is 50%, in reasing to 56% when the ∆S signal held a 2 month lag led by SOI (Figure 3.13, on page 58). Extending the approa h for the entire domain, it was possible to
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estimate the speed of propagation of the ∆S along the Equator, whi h result pointed
out the propagation rate as to be 6.1 degrees per month, or approximately 0.25 m.s−1
(Figure 3.15, on page 61).
The results a hieved from this approa h using the prin iple of salinity anomaly,
were as follows: rstly analyses performed with ∆S in asso iation with the SOI presented the time delay between the ENSO and the onsequent hanges in the pre ipitation in the eastern tropi al Pa i to take pla e; se ondly, the individual ontribution
of the atmospheri freshwater exported to the region by both systems of atmospheri
transport onsidered in this study in the SSS; and nally, an estimation of the propagation of this anomaly indu ed by hanges in the pattern in the eastern tropi al Pa i
to rea h the western boundary of the domain of this study.
The analyses arried out in the se tion "Response of the O ean" were performed
on the basis of an assumption that the atmospheri ow of freshwater (as previously
determined) be a epted as the main omponent of the for ing variable, while all other
parameters were kept un hanged. Thus, in a similar manner to the previous topi , the
main results are listed, as follows:
• The resultant Sea Surfa e Salinity (SSS) of the numeri al simulation using the

indu ed variability in the pre ipitation due to the atmospheri transport of freshwater by northern hemisphere Trade Winds (FTr), when ompared with SSS of
the numeri al simulation that used the original atmospheri data of the ECMWFERA40 (Ctrl), showed that, during most years simulated, the dieren e between
the respe tive SSS was very small and pra ti ally onstant. This pattern was
hanged during El Niño periods, when the dieren e between the two salinity
time series in reased. This result, taking into a ount the pre eding atmospheri
analyses, was in some way expe ted; therefore it ree ts the integrated as well
as the wavelet analyses, in whi h both analyses suggested that during El Niño
periods, the variability in the pre ipitation indu ed by FTr should de rease, and
onsequently, no signi ant dilution in the salinity eld would be observed.
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• When a numeri al simulation was made using the indu ed variability in the pre-

ipitation due to the atmospheri transport of freshwater by Southerly winds
along the west oast of South Ameri a (FSth), the omparison of its result with
SSS(Ctrl) presented, for all time, a more saline SSS(FSth) than SSS(Ctrl). This
result also ould be expe ted as the ee t of the variability in the pre ipitation indu ed by the FSth. The pre eding atmospheri analyses had shown that
this system does not aggregate a onsiderable volume of water vapour (when
ompared with its ounterpart), whi h ould be released as rainfall, and, onsequently, ause a signi ant dilution of the salinity in the o eani mixed layer in
the eastern tropi al Pa i O ean.
• The denition of one signal of the salinity anomaly (∆S = SSS(FSth) - SSS(FTr)),

showed that both the atmospheri transports of freshwater indu ed hanges in
the SSS and these alterations are ENSO related.
• The ∆S ree ts the El Niño events a ording to the variability in the pre ipitation

indu ed by FSth and, similarly, ree ts the La Niña events a ording to the
variability in the pre ipitation indu ed by FTr.
• The time lag between the hanges in the SSS in the eastern tropi al Pa i O ean

as a onsequen e of the hanges in the pre ipitation pattern (ENSO y le) was
estimated as two months.
• The rate of propagation of the ∆S along the Equator was estimated to be 6.1

degrees per month (approximately 0.25 m.s−1 ).
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In on lusion to Part I, the onsidered approa h to hara terize the ee t of
the atmospheri transport of freshwater from two geographi ally independent sour es,
in luding the ombination of both, in the eastern tropi al Pa i O ean with the respe tive impli ations on the super ial salinity revealed was adequate for this purpose.
The use of statisti al te hniques supplied the tools to quantify and to hara terize the individual role of ea h one of the atmospheri transports of freshwater in
the regional pre ipitation, and also for the ombination of both; while the use of an
o eani numeri al model, in asso iation with the pre eding atmospheri results, gave
the needed support for the study of the impli ations of the indu ed variability in the
pre ipitation elds ontributing to those atmospheri transports to be found to reside
in the SSS of the eastern tropi al Pa i O ean.

